Spontaneous Emission Enhancement of Quantum Dots in a Photonic Crystal Wire
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Photonic wires are the simplest extended low-dimensional systems. Photonic crystal confinement confers them a divergent density of states at zero-group-velocity points, which leads to enhancement of spontaneous emission rates [D. Kleppner, Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 233 (1981)]. We experimentally evidence, for the first time, the spectral signature of these Purcell factor singularities, using the out-of-plane emission of InAs quantum dots buried in GaAs/AlGaAs based photonic crystal based wire. Additionally, in-plane collection at the wire exit shows large enhancements of the signal at some of the density of states singularities.
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The spontaneous emission rate of a dipole in a strongly structured optical environment follows the modified photon density of states (DOS); this so-called Purcell effect [1–3] is derived from Fermi’s golden rule. Enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate was evidenced for discrete modes of 0D optical systems such as micropillars [3,4], microdisks [5], and microspheres [6], using quantum dots as emitters [3,4]. However, it is challenging to integrate such resonators in devices, and to draw sizable powers from them.

A divergent DOS does not actually require 0D, but only 1D systems: with a single free direction, divergences occur at zero-group-velocity points of the dispersion relation \( \omega(k_y) \). This is the analogue of van Hove singularities for electrons in crystals [2D systems with two free directions, e.g., planar cavities or slab waveguides, have little impact on the spontaneous emission rate, due to the steplike underlying DOS singularities [1,7,8]]. Perfect-metal-coated wires feature a divergent DOS at guided mode cutoff [Fig. 1(a)]; however, they are too lossy at optical frequencies [1,9]. As for bare dielectric wires, they feature no more the zero-group-velocity at mode cutoff, as seen in Fig. 1(b) [10].

The same wire with a periodic structure along the direction of propagation is embodied in the widely used distributed feedback laser diode. Thanks to the folding inside the Brillouin zone, zero-group velocity arises between core and cladding light lines, hence without loss of confinement [Fig. 1(c)]. But there are no strong effects on spontaneous emission rate due to the large weight of the continuum in the DOS. The expected spontaneous emission rate, \( R_{sp}(\omega) \), of such a 1D confined system is the sum of the contribution of confined photon states and that of the quasi-3D available modes continuum: \( R_{sp}(\omega) = \frac{2\pi}{k_y} \times \left[ \frac{B_{ph}}{V_Q} \rho_{ph}^{3D}(\omega) + \frac{B_{rad}}{V_Q} \rho_{rad}^{3D}(\omega) \right] \), where \( V_Q \) denotes the quantization volume for each contribution and arises from the matrix element in Fermi’s golden rule [7]. \( B \) contains the basic light-matter interaction squared matrix element of the form \( |i|A \cdot p|j|^2 \), and the quantities \( \rho_{ph} \) are densities of photon states. As in 0D systems, the available modes continuum reduces the impact of the divergence of the confined density of photons states on the spontaneous emission rate. In distributed feedback-type wires, given the poor lateral confinement \( \Delta n_{clad}/n < 10^{-2} \), the fraction of spontaneous emission in the guided modes is very weak, while the weak modulation \( \Delta n_{mod}/n \sim 10^{-3} \)

FIG. 1. Dispersion relation for 1D systems: (a) a perfectly confining waveguide, such as a metallic waveguide, (b) a dielectric wire of index \( n_1 \), embedded in a uniform medium of index \( n_2 \). Light lines are shown; (c) a dielectric wire with a periodic index variation along the direction of propagation. Dispersion relations are folded into the first Brillouin zone between \( k_y = 0 \) and \( k_y = \pi/a \).
translates into a narrow modified spectral interval (as desired for these lasers). The fraction of all concerned photons, the spontaneous emission factor $\beta$, is limited to $10^{-5}$ only. A signature of zero-group-velocity modes is seen at facets below threshold, but the DOS divergence is far too small to notably affect the spontaneous emission rate.

A photonic wire defined as a line defect in a 2D photonic crystal, itself defined in a dielectric waveguide in the third dimension [11,12] [Fig. 2(a)], has a far different operating point. The Bloch modes of such systems display zero-group velocities at the edges of so-called mini-stopbands [13], arising at crossings of the folded dispersion relation within the first Brillouin zone. There, spontaneous emission rate changes are strong due to (i) the strong lateral index contrast itself ($\Delta n_{\text{clad}}/n \sim 1$) and (ii) the confinement through Bragg reflection of slow “Fabry-Perot-like” guided modes. In other words, no 2D continuum is left in plane, in the quasi-TE polarization of interest, with a magnetic field normal to the plane. A third, distinct enhancement stems from the spectral width around the cutoff DOS divergence, in other words, the derivative $d\nu/\nu dk = d^2\nu/dk^2$ akin to the effective mass of electronic bands, which scales like $\Delta n_{\text{mod}}/n$.

In this Letter, we evidence spectral signatures of such a DOS divergence in two complementary ways: (i) we perform out-of-plane microphotoluminescence lifetime measurements at low temperature of quantum dots and find a spectral signature of the Purcell effect as predicted in the pioneering Kleppner paper [1]; (ii) we perform a simple continuous wave measurement at the exit of the photonic crystal wire of the in-plane guided luminescence of quantum dots embedded in a 2D-photonic-crystal-based wire. Through careful analysis of collection and losses, we model the observed peaks by a specific filtering of the calculated DOS. Previous experiments were performed, on photonic crystal wires, out-of-plane [14] or in-plane in the lasing regime, but no clear link was evidenced between experimental singular features and singular photon density of states [15].

Our wires are so-called W3K photonic crystal channel waveguides [PXCW, Fig. 2(a)] with 3 missing rows in the $\Gamma K$ direction of a triangular lattice of air holes, with a period $a = 260$ nm, perforating a vertical GaAs/AlGaAs laserlike heterostructure [13,16–18]. The crystal air-filling factor is $f = 45\%$. The TE photonic band gap covers the normalized frequencies $u = a/\lambda = 0.225–0.340$. We excite selectively in the PXCW the photoluminescence of an ensemble of InAs quantum dots embedded in the GaAs core, emitting broadly around 1000 nm [16,19]. The effective index for the TE polarization is $n_{eff} = 3.32$.

Figure 2(c) shows the dispersion relation, $\omega_n(k_y)$, of a lossless W3K PXCW calculated by a plane wave expansion in a 2D supercell. Here, $n$ denotes the $n$th guided mode ($n = 1$ starting above the allowed photonic crystal bands) and $k_y$ spans the 1D Brillouin zone. The diagram shows a mini-stopband around a normalized frequency $u = a/\lambda = 0.261$. It results from the coupling between the fundamental mode and the 5th mode. The profile of these modes, of interest for light-matter interaction, is presented in Fig. 2(b) for a mode close to the mini-stopband. The 1D DOS is derived from $\omega_n(k_y)$ as: $D_{\text{PXCW}}(\omega) = \sum_n \sum_{k_y \in \text{BZ}} \delta(\omega - \omega_n(k_y))$, where periodic boundary conditions set some $k_y$ mesh. We next include the effect of the 3D substrate modes and air modes. They first channel quantum dots direct emission, at a rate $\Gamma$ of about 40% of the emission in bulk GaAs. This continuum also induces leakage of in-plane Bloch modes, due to Fourier components lying above the cladding light lines, in the range $[-\omega_{\text{clad}}/c, \omega_{\text{clad}}/c]$. While many PXCW studies are of the membrane type to attain “lossless” modes [14,15], we, for the TE gap, in a regime of nonzero but weak losses [18,19]. We showed that a most relevant way to quantify them is to introduce a phenomenological imaginary part $\varepsilon''$ of the dielectric constant in the air holes in a 2D simulation [18]. It leads to a complex frequency, $\omega_n(k_y) = \omega_n''(k_y) + i\omega_n''(k_y)$, and a broadening of the DOS singularities, limiting the Purcell effect. The DOS for a realistic PXCW now reads:

$$D_{\text{PXCW}}(\omega) = \sum_n \sum_{k_y \in \text{BZ}} L[\omega - \omega_n(k_y)],$$

where $L$ is a Lorentzian of width $2\omega'' = 1/\gamma$, and is presented on Fig. 2(d). The parameters are $\epsilon_b = 11.56$, $\epsilon_a = 1 + 0.06i$, $f = 45\%$, where $\epsilon_b$ is $n_{eff}^2$, $\epsilon_a$ is the equivalent dielectric constant for “air,” all these data

---

**FIG. 2.** (a) Scheme of a W3K planar PXCW perforating a vertically guiding heterostructure. (b) Transverse mode profiles of the squared displacement field, $|\text{E}|^2$, at two symmetry planes of the PXCW, for the zero-group-velocity mode at the low-frequency-edge of the mini-stopband (2D calculation). (c) Calculated dispersion relation for a W3K PXCW (real part of eigenfrequencies). (d) Density of states when taking into account losses through an imaginary dielectric constant in the air holes.
corresponding to measured propagation losses of 40 cm\(^{-1}\) for the PXCW fundamental mode [20,21]. At the ministe- 

stopband edges, the DOS reaches 3 times that of the nearby 

outer regions that is much more than all the TE confined 

modes in a dispersive region. This mini gap leaves only a 

limited contribution of two other modes. The fourth mode 

flat band at \(k = \pi/a\) also occurs in this region. Even 

though, as in 0D systems, the TM modes and the 3D 

mode continuum reduce the impact of the DOS peak, these 

data point to the genuine impact on the spontaneous emis-

sion rate in real systems.

Experimental results shown here relate to a PXCW 

length of 30\(a\). We first present the microphotolumines- 
cence lifetime measurements and spontaneous emission 

rate changes. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with 4 ps 
pulses (\(\lambda = 795\) nm) was focused inside a cryostat 
(sample held at 4 K) to a small spot (\(\sim 7 \mu m\) diameter). 
Collecting as shown in Fig. 3, with an analyzer, and dis-

persing by a spectrometer (0.1 nm resolution) yields the 

decay rate at a given photon energy. Typical raw data over 
two decades are shown on Fig. 4(a). Their fit (least squares 
on a linear plot) leaves \(\sim 1\%\) uncertainty on the measured 
lifetime (the inset shows the early decay stage). Figure 4(b) 
presents the spectrum of lifetime \(\tau(\omega) = \tau(\omega/\lambda)\) of quan-
tum dots embedded in a PXCW compared to reference 
data, for quantum dots in a region without any photonic 
crystal. Several clear lifetime drops, corresponding to 

spontaneous emission rate enhancement peaks, appear 
around \(\mu = 0.26\), the region of singular in-plane DOS. 
The largest correspond to a 16\% lifetime drop. The re-

markable feature of this experiment compared to 0D sys-
tems is the possibility left by the large 1D system size to 
scan the lifetime across the singularity for a single photonic 
system, without temperature scanning. Also, no care is 
taken for quantum dots localization, as can be inferred 
from Fig. 2(b) presented above, and given the quantum 
dots spectral density of above \(\sim 20/\text{nm bandwidth in a 1 }\mu m^2\) area. This small number might also plausibly ex-
plain the fluctuations in both lifetime spectra, through 
variation in dots themselves or through their exact location 
in the PXCW case [see Fig. 2(b)].

For a simple model of these data, we neglect dipole 
orientation effects (quantum dots are mainly in-plane di-

poles) as well as contributions of the photopumped pho-
tonic crystal, on the sides of the spot: carriers recombine 
nonradiatively at interfaces even before quantum dots cap-
ture. This is assessed by the single exponential decay 
[Fig. 4(a)]. The two unavoidable radiative channels com-
peting with TE PXCW mode emission are TM in-plane 

modes and the nonresonant 3D mode continuum above the 

light cone [22]. Assuming about equal TE and TM con-
tributions in dispersive regions [aside the DOS divergences 
of Fig. 2(d)], and using a conservative estimate of 40\% for the 

factor \(\Gamma\) accounting for in-plane emission, the “back-
ground” flat DOS, corresponding to TE in-plane modes, of 

Fig. 2(d), represents at best 20\% of the total emission, 
leaving 80\% without spectral features. Then, the enhance-
ment by a factor of 3–4 of the DOS at the PXCW singular-
ities [Fig. 4(c), a zoom of Fig. 2(d)] yields a factor at 
most \(4 \times 0.2 + 0.8 = 1.6\) in terms of spontaneous emis-

sion rate [7], hence a drop of \(\sim 37\%\) in lifetime. Various 
electromagnetic and nonradiative effects easily explain 
that only a 16\% drop is observed experimentally. Note 
that in Figs. 2(d) and 4(c), no material dispersion is in-
cluded, classically enlarging actual spectral widths by 
15\%–20\%.

For in-plane guided emission measurement, the photo-
exciting beam, a 678 nm red laser diode, is focused either 
at the input of the PXCW to a spot size of 7 \(\mu m^2\) to probe 
transmission [16,19], or in it to probe emission (Fig. 3). 
Again, the photoluminescence from the surrounding crys-
tal areas is quenched nonradiatively. Guided light is col-
lected at the cleaved edge by a \(NA = 0.4\) objective and 
spectrally analyzed. The PL spectrum of the three layers of 
quantum dots is reported in Fig. 5(a).

FIG. 3. Measurement configuration for the spontaneous emis-
sion rate measurement, for the PXCW transmission and for the 

delay emission modification.

FIG. 4. Low-temperature measurement of the Purcell effect: 
(a) raw decay data for two extreme cases, fit by exponentials 
(early stage favored) in the inset; (b) measured spectrum of 
lifetime evolution; (c) calculated density of states responsible 
for spontaneous emission rate evolution. The mini-stopband is 
highlighted in both graphs and the normalized frequency axis is 

common to them.
Bloch wave vector components ($k_{HG}$) may couple the wave outside the PXCW (solid line). The dashed line is the curve of the “filtered” density of states as explained in the text.

Figure 5(a) shows the experimental normalized transmission for the same W$^{3K}$ waveguide as in out-of-plane lifetime measurements. The dip is the mini-stopband discussed in Fig. 3 [13,20,23]. Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding emission spectrum. At the low-frequency edge of the mini-stopband, a strong peak emerges. We reproduced such results for various PXCW lengths, positions of the excitation spots, and, mostly importantly, peaks are independent of pumping power, ruling out optical amplification effects. We claim that this peak in the spontaneous emission spectrum also stems from the enhanced in-plane DOS around the Van Hove-like singularity at mini-stopband edges.

This enhancement is clearly of interest for our scope of an integrated device for spontaneous emission control. This evidences the ability of a PXCW to combine a diminished emission lifetime (an integrated effect) with a favorable channeling of light in the direction of use. Of course, none of these effects are fully engineered in the present case, and losses limit the impact of the PXCW singularities, but this remark is of interest when comparing PXCW with photonic boxes: the PXCW features an extended channeling of light in the direction of use. Of course, this evidence is a clear evidence of the spontaneous emission rate enhancement, by up to 16%, in a photonic crystal wire at zero-group velocities, a feature related to the dimensionality of this particular confinement, as described in 1981 by Kleppner. We discussed several features of the diverging DOS of in-plane TE modes, notably its relation with mode coupling at a so-called mini-stopband, and how it is limited by losses in a known manner. Furthermore, we showed that collection at the guide exit could be favored by basically the same quantity, the in-plane TE DOS and its peaks, although in a more complex manner. We believe that the combination of these two elements may be further engineered: lower losses (in membranes or in different photonic wires) could bring the Purcell effect to factors of ten or so, while engineered collection raises clear hopes to collect a very large fraction of the in-plane at these singularities, in an integrated geometry.

We presented for the first time a clear evidence of the spontaneous emission rate enhancement, by up to 16%, in a photonic crystal wire at zero-group velocities, a feature related to the dimensionality of this particular confinement, as described in 1981 by Kleppner. We discussed several features of the diverging DOS of in-plane TE modes, notably its relation with mode coupling at a so-called mini-stopband, and how it is limited by losses in a known manner. Furthermore, we showed that collection at the guide exit could be favored by basically the same quantity, the in-plane TE DOS and its peaks, although in a more complex manner. We believe that the combination of these two elements may be further engineered: lower losses (in membranes or in different photonic wires) could bring the Purcell effect to factors of ten or so, while engineered collection raises clear hopes to collect a very large fraction of the in-plane at these singularities, in an integrated geometry.